
For
healthier 
babies
Solutions and education for 
improved fetal monitoring



A stable ST interval indicates a fetus with a positive energy balance in the myocardium. If 
the fetus is exposed to severe hypoxia and the heart-muscle cells need to use anaerobic 
cell metabolism, the electrical charge of the ions over the cell membranes will change. This 
will affect the fetal ECG waveform, and the STAN monitor will register the change. STAN 
will display a warning on the screen in the form of a black box – an ST Event. The time and 
what kind of event will automatically be registered in the Event Log.

Facts about ST Analysis

The STAN monitor is 
recording the changes 

in the ST interval.

We are now launching the brand-new STAN S41 – a complete, compact and portable CTG device with integrated 
printer and the capacity for integrated telemetry. Plus, you can view and interpret all information directly on the 
large screen, as it appears. With all the features you expect from a CTG device, STAN S41 comes with external  
monitoring and maternal parameters as standard. Its flexible design supports many different configurations. 
You can always upgrade the STAN S41 to take advantage of its full potential and get a device that is adapted to 
the workflow at your clinic.

Great today, brilliant 
for the future

The all-new STAN S41

You can choose among the following options:
•  Internal FHR monitoring using scalp electrode
•  ST Analysis of the fetal ECG
•  Internal uterine activity monitoring using IUP catheter
•  Integrated telemetry monitoring for ease of use and portability
•  Large coloured touch screen
•  Quick release from trolley and wall mount for portability
•  Battery-powered operation for monitoring during transport
•  Triplet Ultrasound FHR

Build the STAN S41 that suits your needs



• STAN Viewer Live makes everyday life in your delivery ward easier
• Workflow is simplified, and data presentation is provided in a concise and modern manner
• Real-time data is delivered to your computer screen, no matter where you are located at the moment

STAN Viewer Live is the only software of its kind that allows users to remotely access and view tracings 
regardless of where the STAN device is located – if it is in the next room or on the other side of the world.

STAN Viewer Live displays the on-going tracing including the Event log, the FECG average (if your device is 
equipped with ST Analysis), and at the bottom is a trend window allowing for easy assessment of changes in 
the tracing over time.

The software that always gives you 
access to the on-going tracings

STAN Viewer Live

STAN Viewer
Retrospective viewing of STAN recordings is possible through your STAN Viewer software. It is an essential tool 
for education and research and a great help in clinical quality assessment.

• Easy to copy any tracings directly from the STAN device for morning rounds
• The perfect tool for education and lecturing
• Seamless access to tracings on any hospital computer for your recurrent case discussions
• Emailing of de-identified cases for exchange of experience with your colleagues



An understanding of fetal pathophysiology is crucial for optimal 
fetal monitoring. To increase knowledge and skills in this area,  
including the use of CTG and ST Analysis, Neoventa Academy  
offers midwives and doctors both practical and theoretical  
education based on authentic cases as well as the possibility of 
certification. Our training materials are designed to help obstetric 
staff recognise and interpret the fetus’s physiological reactions in 
the event of oxygen deficiency.

When you purchase STAN S41 with ST Analysis, you will also 
receive customised training and implementation based on your 
individual needs.

We’ll guide you all  
the way

Education & Certification

Neoventa Academy
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